
 

 

WATERBEACH PARISH COUNCIL 

 

SCDC THREE FREE TREES OFFER: https://www.scambs.gov.uk/climate-and-

environment/action-on-climate-change/three-free-trees/ 

 

To encourage the planting of trees and to promote the many benefits, the Council will offer 

every parish in the district a voucher for £60 to cover the cost of three small trees, in 

exchange for an undertaking to plant the trees on parish council land. To maximise 

participation, this could also be used to fund one or two larger trees, or for more than three 

‘whips’ (unbranched tree seedlings) if more suitable for the preferred location. 

 

Extract from online guidance: How do I pick which tree/s to buy with my voucher? 

First you should think about where you would like to plant your new tree, once you have the 

location you can think about how much room you have. Try to find a space where your new 

tree can grow to its fullest without it needing regular pruning or where it could become a 

nuisance in the future. Once you know what size tree you can grow its just a case of looking 

at what takes your fancy. All trees are good for biodiversity. We are not ruling out non-native 

trees and fruit trees from our offer but those trees native to Britain do tend to support more 

habitats. An idea would be to look in your Parish to see what grows well. If you are unsure of 

what will grow well, please email our Trees team. "Apply online for the voucher worth £60 - 

take it to one of the listed garden centres. 

Suggestions received so far from Cllrs: 

 

 I think the new cemetery would be a good location.  We have already suffered losses in the 

boundary trees but actually having a grove of trees and a seat would be a benefit to people 

wanting to visit the cemetery and reflect/pray/grieve and there is surely enough room for 

this to be accommodated on left hand side without reducing space too much.  

 In this location they need to be large native trees with a long life, ie not on dwarfing root 

stock or similar.  

 

 Both old churchyard and first part of cemetery has a copper or plain beech this could be a 

good choice (even if beech can drop boughs this is unusual).  It would be good to have a 

tree with a) interesting flowers and/or b) fruit .  Horse chestnuts are out but Walnuts can 

make fine trees and would feed squirrels in due course.  I am not sure rowans are that long 

lived, but perhaps a monkey puzzle could be a statement tree and we lost one in the 

churchyard (and our garden also) when they succumbed to armillaria. 
 

 so that is 3 possibilities.  If the crown is kept high a bench seat underneath will not be too 

shaded for some time (our lifetime)  and some bulbs could also be planted to reduce need 

for mowing close to the trees (which has caused damage to many of the relatively recent 

plantings in the rec and on the gault.  Also beech leaves tend to be slow to rot but would 

keep weeds down under tree but still allow bulbs to come through. 

 

 The Brownies would love to plant the three trees available to the parish council. Of course 

council/groundsman would need to tell them where to put them. It would be great to 

involve young people with the environment and great they have stepped forward and 

wanting to help. They have done a great job collecting crisp packets. 
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 I would suggest at least one on the Green strategically placed to replace any that may have 

to come down, possibly one by the boat club , and the other on the rec, I don't believe we 

could have one on St Andrews Hill due to its proximity to the houses later on and from the 

visibility point the Gault is out. Putting any inside of our perimeter of the cemetery is 

storing up trouble, and Winfold Rd/ Clare Close is also out due to proximity to houses and 

implications for their and our insurance. 

 

 


